Nearly all biological processes proceed or are controlled by protein-protein or protein-ligand binding reactions. Using anthropomorphic language to describe these interactions conveys an incorrect physical description of these processes while simultaneously minimizing the importance of the thermodynamics underpinning the associated interactions. Indeed, we should never say that proteins are recruited to binding partners or binding sites since this implies both a nonexistent level of communication within biological systems and a non-existent process by which proteins or binding sites actively seek other proteins. Both of these fictions hinder our ability to determine quantitatively or qualitatively distinct biophysical descriptions of the associated systems. Here we present examples of how interactions typically described as protein recruitment can be more accurately and often more simply described as variations within binding equilibria. We argue that this approach is better for describing protein-protein and protein-ligand binding, even when the objective is only a qualitative description, especially for discussions with students in courses and research groups as it provides testable models for these interactions.
Introduction
It has become increasing common to say that proteins are recruited to their binding partners. For example, damage repair proteins are recruited to the sites of DNA damage [1, 2] or the binding of one protein recruits the binding of additional proteins; examples of the latter include the formation of large DNA repair complexes [3] , signal cascade networks [4] [5] [6] , and even large scale and long range processes within cells [7] . While this terminology may be useful in expressing the idea that interactions exist between several macromolecules, it is nevertheless inappropriate since it simultaneously both implies a non-existent level of communication between biological macromolecules (i.e., how is a recruitment 'signal' propagated between macromolecules so that each becomes aware of the other's existence? Does this communication involve other macromolecules, as part of a cascade, e.g., as is often seen in other signaling networks?) and gives the false and anthropomorphic impression that biological macromolecules consciously seek out each other. Indeed, the word 'recruitment' implies an active process. Furthermore, this misleading characterization prevents a correct and thorough understanding of the thermodynamics (passively) underlying these interactions. While unintentional, using the terminology of recruitment can have negative pedagogical consequences since it implies that processes associated with recruitment are different from other interactions taught to the students such as cooperative binding, allosteric interactions, or a system of coupled binding equilibria. Using the term recruitment thus creates a distinction without a difference. Such a false distinction also imposes potential limitations on the creation of hypotheses for future experimental investigation of the associated interactions since it implies that recruitment is somehow different from changes in coupled thermodynamic equilibria (from allostery, cooperativity, e.g.). Since there as there is no mathematical model for recruitment-unless recruitment is used as a proxy for other well-characterized processes such as allosteric binding-the term is associated with no quantitative predictive power that can be tested experimentally. Lastly, even if the objective is only a qualitative rather than a quantitative description of a system of interactions, there is no advantage to use the terminology of recruitment rather than describing the system qualitatively in terms of allostery, cooperativity, coupled binding equilibria, etc., since the latter could be expanded into a quantitative description whereas the former cannot.
Here we advocate that interactions commonly referred to as protein recruitment instead be described as changes in apparent binding affinity resulting from perturbations of (potentially coupled) binding equilibria. We argue this language is better because it more accurately describes these interactions, allows for qualitative and quantitative predictions that can be especially investigated, and allows for the general fundamental principles governing them to be expressed more clearly. This encourages the pursuit of a common quantitative thermodynamic framework for characterizing these interactions, which in turn will facilitate the description of more complex processes-such as signaling or repair networks -that rely upon multiple interactions between proteins and ligands.
Simple 1:1 binding
Let's begin by considering the simple equilibrium binding reaction shown in Scheme 1. In this reaction, two macromolecules -A and B -bind to form a complex AB with 1:1 stoichiometry.
The [
As shown in Equation 7 , a larger value of K corresponds to a larger concentration of A 2 relative to A 1 . Following a derivation similar to that used to obtain Equation 6, we can obtain an expression for the total concentration of bound complexes. Lastly, since Equation 10 provides a mathematical description of the binding interactions it enables quantitative examination of the associated processes such as their dependence on the total concentrations of the macromolecules or their dependence on temperature (through the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constants, e.g.). What is the prediction for how protein recruitment will depend upon temperature or free macromolecule concentration? If we observe that the equilibrium constant for a binding interaction displays a non-Arrhenius temperature dependence we would conclude a change in heat capacity occurred over the temperature range. How would one expect protein recruitment to change with temperature? Similarly, the equilibrium association constant will depend upon the diffusion coefficients of the macromolecules, which in turn will depend upon the viscosity of the solution (and temperature). What is the expectation for how protein recruitment will depend upon solution viscosity? Even if only a qualitative description is desired and thus the inability of a recruitment model to make quantitative predictions is immaterial, what is the advantage of qualitatively describing coupled binding equilibria or allostery as recruitment rather than as coupled binding equilibria or allostery?
There are several examples of DNA repair proteins that recognize specific structures of DNA [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Since the affinity of these proteins for binding these particular DNA structures is higher than their affinity for binding other DNA structures, these proteins would-according to the previously described mechanism-appear to be recruited to these particular types of DNA damage. HowThe apparent dissociation constant K app in Equation 8 is shown in Equation 9.
Thus, when using an assay that is sensitive to only the presence of a complex, and not the individual species A 1 and A 2 within that complex, the measured equilibrium dissociation would be K app in Equation 9 .
It follows from Equation 9 that the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant is a function of the equilibrium constant for two species of macromolecule A. As expected, when this equilibrium constant is large-i.e., when the equilibrium concentration of A 2 exceeds that of A 1 -the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant approaches the equilibrium dissociation constant for the binding of A 2 and B. Similarly, when this equilibrium constant is small-i.e., when the equilibrium concentration of A 1 exceeds that of A 2 -the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant approaches the equilibrium dissociation constant for the binding of A 1 and B.
We argue that the model shown in Scheme 2b, which is a modified version of Scheme 2 in which there is no equilibrium between A 1 and A 2 , can provide a simple description of the apparent recruitment of repair enzymes to a site of DNA damage. For this application, A 1 represents a DNA binding site that is undamaged, A 2 represents a DNA binding site that is damaged, and B represents a DNA damage repair protein. Let's assume that the affinity of this repair protein to bind undamaged DNA is much weaker than its affinity to bind damaged DNA (i.e., K 2 << K 1 ). This difference in affinity may occur, for example, if the rate of dissociation is lower for interactions with damaged DNA than for interactions with undamaged DNA. Regardless, if this difference in binding affinity is large enough, repair proteins are more likely to be bound to damaged DNA rather than undamaged DNA even under conditions where the number of undamaged DNA binding sites far exceeds that of damaged DNA binding sites. This can be shown by solving the equations describing Scheme 2b for the ratio of the concentrations of the two bound complexes. 
SCHOLARLY PAGES
As shown in Equation 12 , the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant is a function of both the equilibrium dissociation constant for the binding of macromolecule A and macromolecule C, and the concentration of free macromolecule C. As expected from Scheme 3, an increase in either of these quantities shifts the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant toward that describing the binding of the complex AC with macromolecule B. Returning to the example of eukaryotic gene expression, we could denote the transcription factor as macromolecule C, and K 1 and K 2 as the equilibrium dissociation constants for the binding of RNA polymerase II to the DNA in the presence and absence, respectively, of the transcription factor. Let's then further assume that K 2 < K 1 , so that the complex AC binds macromolecule B with higher affinity that macromolecule A binds macromolecule B. As indicated by this model and shown in Equation 12, the presence (i.e., binding of) the transcription factor allosterically shifts the thermodynamic equilibrium of DNA binding by RNA polymerase II to a higher affinity reaction. To put it differently, there is cooperativity within the equilibrium binding of the transcription factor, RNA polymerase II, and DNA.
Indeed, we could define a cooperativity parameter w to describe the allosteric change in the affinity of macromolecule A binding to macromolecule B in the presence of macromolecule C. Let's define the relationship between w, K 1 , and K 2 using Equation 13. 
Thus, positive cooperativity (w > 1) would result in behavior typically described as recruitment; specifically, the binding of macromolecule C increases the affinity of the interaction between macromolecule A and macever, as we have stated, a more appropriate description would be to say that the occurrence of DNA damage creates a specific binding site to which these proteins bind with particularly high affinity. As discussed above, the latter description/model has predictive power (what are the structures that bind with high affinity? What is the structural origin of binding selectivity for different types of damage by repair proteins? etc.) whereas the former does not. A similar mechanism is suggested for the early steps in prokaryotic gene expression. Specifically, the affinity of DNA binding by the TATA binding protein depends upon the sequence of the DNA, being highest for prompter sequences containing the TATA box [20] . This variation in affinity allows this protein to find promoter sequences through a process of facilitated diffusion along the DNA [21] . Namely, the ability of the TATA binding protein to bind nonspecifically to DNA enables the protein to translocate or slide along the DNA until it locates (and binds more tightly to) the prompter sequence [21] . A similar mechanism is argued to govern the E. coli lac repressor-operator interaction [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . All of these processes can be described qualitatively or quantitatively without ever using the language of recruitment and, perhaps more importantly, the use of recruitment terminology has no advantage over describing these processes in terms of coupled binding equilibria.
Sequential binding
There are many examples of sequential binding events in molecular biology in which the binding of two macromolecules allosterically regulates the binding of a third macromolecule. For example, in eukaryotic transcription it is commonly stated that the binding of transcription factors to DNA recruits RNA polymerase II [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Rather, we should instead describe such sequential binding interactions using coupled binding equilibria.
A simple model for sequential binding interactions is shown in Scheme 3. In this model, macromolecule A binds macromolecule B with an equilibrium dissociation constant K 1 and macromolecule C with an equilibrium dissociation constant K. When in complex with macromolecule C, macromolecule A can still bind macromolecule B, but now with equilibrium dissociation constant K 2 . Following a derivation similar to that used to obtain Equation 6, we can obtain an expression for the total concentration of bound complexes. 
The apparent equilibrium dissociation constant K app in Equation 11 is shown in Equation 12 . 
SCHOLARLY PAGES
It is, of course, possible to have a system such as that shown in Scheme 4 in which one macromolecule, denoted as A, has one binding site which can be occupied by one of two possible ligands, denoted as B and C. The B ligand can also bind a different macromolecule, denoted as D. As shown in Figure 1 , the relative faction of the AB and AC complexes is a function of the total concentration of macromolecule D; this dependence is, ofcourse, also a function of the equilibrium dissociation constants and the total concentrations of the other macromolecules. For the simulations shown in Figure 1 , the equilibrium dissociation constants K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 in Scheme 4 were identical. Unsurprisingly, similar traces are obtained when these equilibrium constants are different from one another or when different total concentrations of macromolecules A, B, and C are used. romolecule B. Negative cooperativity (0 < w < 1) would result in the opposite of recruitment; specifically, the binding of macromolecule C decreases the affinity of the interaction between macromolecule A and macromolecule B. It is not immediately clear, however, how negative cooperativity can be anthropomorphized.
For the model shown in Scheme 3, we assumed that there is a difference in the affinity of the interaction between macromolecule A and macromolecule B when macromolecule C is bound to macromolecule A. In other words, we assumed that K 1 and K 2 are different (or that the cooperativity parameter w is not equal to one). This may result, for example, because the binding of macromolecule C changes the structure of macromolecule A and thus the binding interface and affinity for macromolecule B. Alternatively, it may be the case that the binding of macromolecule C provides an additional interface for the binding of macromolecule B. In this case, macromolecule B is binding to both macromolecule A and macromolecule C simultaneously. This is argued to occur, for example, during the formation of the eukaryotic transcription complex [34] . Of course, these two outcomes are not mutually exclusive and both combined can affect the binding of macromolecule B. Describing these interactions using cooperativity and coupled binding equilibria prompts (and allows for) quantitative predictions that can be empirically tested; this is not possible with a recruitment model. The former descriptions also motivate investigations into the origin of the allostery and/or the extent of the coupled binding equilibria. Are there structural changes that give rise to these effects and if so what are they? The terminology of recruitment prompts no such questions and allows for no additional hypothesis since it is associated with no underlying testable model. Let us explore this point further by considering the canonical example of allostery-oxygen binding by hemoglobin. If we described this system by saying the binding of oxygen molecules by hemoglobin recruited subsequent additional oxygen molecules to hemoglobin, how would we explain why the presence of carbon dioxide, protons, and 2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate affect oxygen recruitment? How does the presence of these molecules affect the communication between hemoglobin and oxygen that the terminology of recruitment implies? Furthermore, could a recruitment model provide an equation to fit a plot of the fractional saturation of oxygen binding to hemoglobin as a function of the partial pressure of oxygen or the dependence of these plots on solution pH? Since recruitment has no qualitative or quantitative predictive power it has no advantage in describing this system, which likely accounts for why we can find no recruitment-based description of it in the literature. • 
Conclusion
The words we choose to describe science affect not only the ability of our audience to understand it, but also our deeper understanding of it. For example, entropy is too often wrongly described as a measure of disorder. Thinking about entropy as a measure of disorder prevents an accurate understanding of how to use entropy to calculate the thermodynamic properties of a system (heat capacity, pressure, etc.) and by extension how to incorporate entropy correctly into a thermodynamic description of a system. Even if one is seeking only a qualitative description of entropy or its effects, there is no benefit to using an incorrect description that invokes disorder.
Similarly, describing protein-protein or protein-ligand interactions in terms of recruitment gives the false impression to our students, our peers, and ourselves that an underlying active communication network exists between biological macromolecules and that the process or processes associated with protein recruitment are distinct from cooperative binding, an allosteric interaction, or a system of coupled binding equilibria. This further implies that the thermodynamics associated with recruitment are different from those associated with these processes [53] . This is simply not true and causes confusion. It would be far better to embrace quantitative thermodynamic and by extension statistical mechanical descriptions of macromolecular interactions, especially given the central role of these interactions to nearly all biological processes.
Furthermore, by actively ignoring the coupled binding equilibria existing within these systems we fail to motivate our students, our peers, and ourselves to understand and appreciate the thermodynamics that truly governs these processes. The associated resulting misconceptions hinder progress since they hamper the development of physically appropriate questions for future experiments. Indeed, since there is no physical or mathematical model for recruitment, a recruitment model can make no qualitative or quantitative predictions that can be tested empirically. As mentioned above, how would one expect protein recruitment to vary with solution conditions (temperature, ionic strength, etc.) or with the A frequently encountered example of a system that can be described approximately by Scheme 4 is the use of the lac promoter to control gene expression. The binding of lac repressor prevents the binding of RNA polymerase to the promoter and thus these two complexes exhibit what can be described as complete negative cooperativity for binding to the promoter. IPTG competes with the lac promoter for binding lac repressor and thus in the presence of IPTG the binding equilibria will shift toward favoring lac repressor bound to IPTG rather than to the lac promoter. This will leave the lac promoter available to binding by RNA polymerase. This accounts for the ability of IPTG to trigger expression of lac promoter controlled genes and why leaky expression occurs in these systems. Indeed, there will always be a small fraction of lac promoters bound by RNA polymerase, even under conditions of excess lac repressor, and thus a small level of gene expression (Figure 1 ). Significant for this conversation is the fact that this behavior can be described effectively and succinctly through this model of coupled equilibria with no need of protein recruitment. Indeed, one does not say that the removal of lac repressor recruits the binding of RNA polymerase to the lac promoter nor that the lac repressor recruits IPTG.
Finally, let's consider the system shown in Scheme 5 in which macromolecule A has two different binding sites for two different ligands, denoted as B and C in Scheme 5. An example of such a system of binding is found within translocases, which must bind both nucleotide (ATP, ADP, e.g.) and their translocation substrate (DNA, RNA, polypeptide, e.g.) [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . It is also common that the affinities of these motors for binding nucleotide and binding the translocation substrate are allosterically linked to each other [49] [50] [51] . In fact, the regulation of substrate binding affinity by differences in the affinity of binding ATP and ADP forms the basis of some models for processive translocation by these motors [51, 52] . Specifically, variations in the affinity of substrate binding within the ATPase cycle (associated with ATP, ADP, or no nucleotide bound by the motor) allows the motor to dissociate from and rebind to the translo- concentrations of the macromolecules involved in the interaction (or with the concentrations of other macromolecules in the solution)? And even if only a qualitative description of a network of interactions is the goal, using the terminology of recruitment offers no advantage over descriptions involving cooperativity, allostery, or coupled equilibria. Since there is no benefit to using a recruitment model to describe macromolecular interactions and several associated disadvantages, we advocate that the terminology of recruitment never be used.
